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Check out the latest and largest software from the top downloads over the past week.wifi2hifi (Windows/Mac and iOS)Windows/Mac and iOS: Apple's AirPort Express has long been a great way to stream music from your Read moreApple's AirPort Express is long been a wonderful way to stream music from your computer across the house, but if you don't
have one, iOS app WiFi2HiFi allows you to stream any audio to your stereo using your iOS device. While you can always hook up your iPod or iPhone up to your home stereo and play music directly, you may not save all your music on your iPod. However, WiFi2HiFi allows you to stream any audio from your computer to an iOS device on the same Wi-Fi
network. G/O Media can get a commissionCandles and Candle Sets, $25 or LessStart Faster (Firefox)Firefox 4 on Windows: One of the longest complaints among the anti-Firefox crowd is that... Reading more One of the longest complaints among the anti-Firefox crowd is that it's slow. One Mozilla developer set out to solve part of this problem by letting
Firefox start twice as quickly in Windows with a simple add-on. Firefox 4 Release Candidates Happen to Each Release Candidate, or all-but-final version of Firefox 4 have hit Read more The latest incarnation of the legendary Firefox web browser is almost ready for public consumption. The Release candidate version is one step above a beta, but not quite
ready for release. Get a sneak peak of the new Firefox by downloading the RC and see which new features Firefox 4 is the leaking of the world. Do this (iOS)iOS: If you keep a problem up to-do lists with expiration dates weeks from now on, free app Do it... Read moreiOS: If you keep a problem up to-do lists with expiration dates weeks from now on, free app
Do it (Tomorrow) keeps you focused by allowing you to make tasks for (and move them between) two days: today and tomorrow. The main idea of Doing This (Tomorrow) focuses on the tasks you need to do right now, and push them tomorrow when you can't. It doesn't diner your list with the worries from later in the week, nor does it guide you down with
labels, labels, or different lists– it's essentially two pieces of paper that you can move tasks between your finger. Downpour (Mac/Linux)Mac/Linux: Most BitTorrent customers just work nicely at grabbing and managing your downloads. Downpour Read moreMost BitTorrent customers work just fine at grabs and manage your downloads. Downpour is a highly
customizable installation that works hand-in-hand with your chosen media center, which imports media automatically and supports your submission and renaming of preferences. This is not a click-and-go program as the easiest installation requires a Python implementation to be set up. But tinker with Downpour enough, and his specialist will reward your
investment. Google Chrome 10 Stable Google Voice, Google Chrome and Google Kits Instant everyone has something new. Read moreWow, it looks like yesterday that Google Chrome was released. Now version 10 is released to the world in the stable channel. If you're already using Google Chrome, you must have received the update automatically. If not,
download Chrome today to see if you like it – it's still my browser of choice. Minimalist Google Reader (Chrome Extension)Chrome: If you find that all of Google Reader's extra social features only get in your way,... Read more If you find that all of Google Reader's extra social features just get in your way, minimalist Google Reader will allow you to scare off
the interface very nicely, while also adding a useful shortcut that opens links in the background. Ansel Santosa, developer of formerly popular Minimalist Gmail and his brother Minimalist Google Calendar continues to push out large Google app tweakers for Chrome, and Google Reader is no different. Did we miss anything from the round this week? Make
sure we let us know below! What people need to know with cancer: Guidance for Cancer Researchers: Get the latest public health information from CDC: Get the latest research information from NIH: When you decide to do some shopping on the Nintendo 3DS eShop, the device will ask you if you want to load your chosen game right at that moment or at a
later time. The wording of these options may seem a bit confusing, but it simply asks if you want to start the download at that exact moment (Now) or the next time you put the Nintendo 3DS in sleep mode (Later). One can be more handy or even needed, depending on what you're doing with the device right now. Nintendo The Download Later option is
convenient. For one thing, downloading games in sleep mode is a little easier on your Nintendo 3DS battery. For another, you can queue some games to download. Then you can close your 3DS and make a sandwich. When you want to check on the status of your string downloaded, all you have to do is open your 3DS. It's interesting how some things come
full circle. In the early days of the web, browsers will automatically download links to files that were not a web page, such as images, PDF files, and documents. Then, browsers got so advanced that they were able to open almost any file in real-time. However, this has created a problem for developers. How would you force a browser to download a file
instead of opening it? A bunch of hacks and solutions shot up to solve the problem, but no one was a real solution. It all changed with HTML5 when the download feature was set. Now developers can add a special download feature to their HTML anchor tags to to treat a link as a download, rather open the target file. There are a few different ways you can
use the Download feature to control the way browsers handle your download links. Even better, all modern browsers support the download feature, so you shouldn't see any problems with compatibility or the need for a relapse. There are a few different ways you can handle the download feature. Each has its own advantage, and they all work smoothly
across different browsers. The simplest way to use the Download Attribute is to include it only in its most basic form in your anchor tags. You do not need to include an additional file name or any supporting information. The result looks like this: &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf download=&gt;Download now!&lt;/a&gt; By including download tells you any
browser reading the page to download the target link instead of opening it. In this case, the browser will download the file exactly as it is with the same name. What happens if you actually want to change the name. There are many opportunities where you want to do it. Auto-generated file names are a good example. They usually have ridiculously long
names with strings of garbage characters. This is not the experience you want for your visitors. You can standardize things with the download feature. To specify a file name, set the downloading feature equals it. Excludes the file extension. The browser cannot convert the file type, so there is no sense in it to try. &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf
download=your-file &gt;Download now!&lt;/a&gt; Your visitors will download the file as your-file.pdf. Along with this comes a simplified way to allow your users to download images directly. It's not revolutionary, and you can probably piece it yourself together, but you can use the downloading to create a downloadable image link. Start by esting an image as
you normally want on your page. This will of course be the image available for download. &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image &gt;Then, encompasses the whole thing in an anchor tag, related to the image path. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg &gt; &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image &gt; &lt;/a&gt; Finally add the download feature to your
anchor tag. You can change the name of your image if you want. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg download=image-download &gt; &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image &gt; &lt;/a&gt; Now, when a visitor clicks on the picture, they will automatically download it directly from your server. It's not necessary, and it might seem like overkill to a developer, but
how many visitors would think of right clicking on an image to see or download it? TechRadar is supported by his audience. When you buy through links on our website, we can have an affiliate commission Learn more about the very best free tools, apps and games. TechRadar newsletter Subscribes to news, reviews, opinion, analysis and plus the hottest
technology trades! Thank you for signing in to TechRadar. You will soon receive a verification email. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. You can unscuper at any time and we will never share your details without your consent. (Image Credit: Tom's Guide) As you sit in front of the television watching your
favorite movie always be a nice surprise, it's not always as easy as it sounds. Just turn on the TV and stumble over your favorite movie right as it starts from the beginning requires some luck, and that's before you have to fight with random commercials. This is why downloading your favorite movie right on your device with Movie Downloader is a better option
for your home entertainment needs. All you have to do is make sure Movie Downloader downloads to your preferred device, be it Windows or a mobile platform. Best productivity appsHere is the best Netflix shows to watchHere is everything you want to know about Movie Downloader and where you can download it. When you want to download Movie
downloader for Windows or other platforms, make sure you get the right version. For Windows, Movie Downloader is a $29.90 download from Movietoolbox.There is another app that will work with Android phones, also called Movie Downloader. And an app called Syncios includes among its features the ability to download videos from 100-plus sharing
websites to your Android or iOS device. Once you find the right version for your device, you're about to easily watch all your favorite movies with the click of a button, without interruption. The version of Movie Downloader developed by Movietoolbox allows you to download which media you want from a website to fit the profile you created so you can choose
which one you want to download. You don't even need to provide a link for the video, as other video downloaders require. You can even download music and photos in addition to video files, making it a super easy process to navigate. Even better, Movie Downloader will automatically and quickly scan websites to create your profile files. You can also set the
app on an automatic schedule so you don't have to constantly check it. Then you browse and select and select the files you want remove whichever kids don't match your needs. The thing that takes most time will browse through all the downloaded multimedia of the website you went to and finding the people who are exactly what you are looking for. For.
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